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Management
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Lab 12
CSC 062: Spring, 2013

This lab examines C++ memory management.

Getting started

Begin by making a directory for Lab 12 and copy the files from /common/cs/cs062/labs/lab12. Look
at the different files and figure out what is going on with the code. Compile all of the files, generate a final
binary and then run it (Look at the section at the end of last lab for how to compile multiple files in C++.
You are not required to create to create a Makefile for this week’s lab, but you can if you prefer).

The program prints the number of calls to each constructor and to the destructor. The total number of
constructor calls is equal to the number of destructor calls. Locate where each call is made. In particular,
identify the source of the (large number of) copy constructor calls. Make sure you understand why you’re
getting the results you’re getting before moving on.

Pointers

The function test0 uses objects, not pointers. Now let’s try it with pointers. In your SimpleTest.cpp

file, make a copy of test0 and call it test1. (We ask you to copy and rename so that you can revisit your
old, unmodified code at another time. Create experimental functions test2, test3, . . . freely.) Change the
declarations in test1 of lst and tmp to pointers. Then change the method calls to match the pointer types.

SimpleList *lst = new SimpleList();

for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++) {

SimpleList *tmp = new SimpleList(i, *lst);

...

What to submit

Create a text file named ”lastname-Lab12.txt,” or ”lastname1-lastname2-Lab12.txt” if you are working
with a partner, where you replace lastname with your last name.

In the text file, include the output of your test0 and test1 functions, plus any other test functions that
you wrote. Explain the sources of any errors you encounter. When you run the program, is there a difference
in the numbers of constructor and destructor calls? If so, where does the difference arise? Is it possible to
bring the calls back into balance without changing the underlying class? If so, How?

Ideally, we want to guard against three types of errors: dangling pointers, memory leaks, and double
deletion. One way to understand the errors better is to intentionally make them. Add more test functions
to your program and write code that makes each of these errors. (Again, add the functions; do not replace
the old ones.) Include the output of these new test functions in your submission file, along with a brief
description (code snippets are fine) of how you created each error.

When you are finished, move your text file to the cs62 dropbox.
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#include <iostream>

#include "SimpleList.h"

void test0() {

SimpleList lst;

for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++) {

SimpleList tmp(i, lst);

lst = tmp;

}

while (!lst.isempty()) {

cout << lst.first() << endl;

lst = lst.rest();

}

}

int main() {

test0();

cout << "Default: " << SimpleList::countDefConst << endl;

cout << "Cons: " << SimpleList::countConsConst << endl;

cout << "Copy: " << SimpleList::countCopyConst << endl;

cout << "Destructor: " << SimpleList::countDestructor << endl;

return 0;

}
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